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"You're in for a treat."—NORA ROBERTS, #1 New York Times
bestselling author The Marquis of Vidal always gets his own
way. Until he meets Mary Challoner... Praise for Devil's Cub:
"If you've never read Heyer's books before, prepare to be
charmed. Or come rediscover her magic."—LINDA HOWARD,
author of Up Close and Dangerous "[C]olorful and eccentric
characters." —Library Journal
My Beautiful Princess Bible is the perfect Bible for princesses
of all ages! This one-of-a-kind Bible with special features from
bestselling author Sheri Rose Shepherd was created for girls
ages 3 and up. The pink and purple interior, along with the
over 500 highlighted Bible verses, will have God's princesses
excited about reading God's Word! Girls will love the 24
pages of full-color inserts with Sheri Rose's love letters from
God and beautiful prayers that will encourage them to
communicate with their Father in Heaven. Sheri Rose also
writes about 10 of her favorite girls in the Bible, 14 of her
favorite promise verses, how to become God's princess, and
so much more! Every feature, including the 66 bookintroduction sentences and the very special content for girls
found throughout this Bible, was uniquely created to engage
girls in the Word of God and instill truth in their hearts. This
beautiful edition also includes a heart gem magnetic closure,
a ribbon marker, and sparkly holographic star-patterned page
edges! The New Living Translation is an authoritative Bible
translation, rendered faithfully into today's English from the
ancient texts by 90 leading Bible scholars. The NLT's
scholarship and clarity breathe life into even the most difficultto-understand Bible passages--but even more powerful are
stories of how people's lives are changing as the words speak
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directly to their hearts. That's why we call it "The Truth Made
Clear."
With his eyes open, what was he planning to do in this
ancient room?
New York Times bestselling author, Loretta Chase shares an
enchanting Regency Christmas novella about romance,
forgiveness...and a second chance for a once in a lifetime
love. Ten years ago, dashing Marcus Greyson and naïve
Christina Travers fell madly in love—and parted in anger. Now,
wiser and more seasoned, both know better than to trust the
wayward impulses of the heart. But some feelings never fade;
and the joys of Christmas and family just might rekindle a
certain, special spark... This novella was previously published
in A Christmas Collection anthology “One of the finest
romance authors of all time.” –Julia Quinn “Wickedly witty,
warm, and engaging.” –Stephanie Laurens
"Live the romance. Read Loretta Chase" -- Christina
DoddThe traditional English Regency from New York Times
bestselling author, Loretta Chase, is back...Lilith Davenant,
has ample reason to detest Julian Wyndhurst, Marquess of
Brandon: he's exactly the kind of man who hastened the
demise of her profligate husband, and the debt he owed to
Julian has forced her to an engagement with a wealthy suitor
for the sake of supporting her beloved nieces and nephews.
Besides that, Lord Julian somehow manages to ignite
disturbing... feelings ... she's never felt before!Lord Julian
used his considerable skills and cunning in the war against
Napoleon. Now he's obliged to use the same talents to save
his young cousin from a disastrous marriage to a scheming
mistress — who makes him a wager: If Julian can seduce the
famously icy Lady Lilith Davenant, the lady will release his
cousin from the engagement.But very quickly, Julian
discovers Lilith's hidden warmth, kindness and humor. Will he
be able to prove his heart to her before she learns of his
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recklessly shameless wager?
Qi Yu, the little military doctor of the military academy for two
years, had not done enough positive things, yet she had
actually died on her first mission! Her soul pierced through the
foreign world, becoming the Qi Wangfei who had been hurt
by her concubine. The good-for-nothing Prince was
determined to get rid of her from the estate, while her
concubine was pressing on her step by step. She, Qi Yu,
could not take this lying down! Your Highness wants to
divorce her? No way! 'My concubine wanted to harm me? '
Courting death! So what if her skills were not good? Casually
picking up a few poisonous creatures was enough to make
those people who despised her suffer a lot! When the Duke's
Mansion was in a state of chaos, she proudly flung the letter
of rest at him. "Chu Yi Xuan, you've been abandoned!" Chu
Yi Xuan's expression was calm and his expression was icecold. "Esteemed wangfei, you're being mischievous again!"
From the beloved author of The Warlord and The Dark
Knight, an emotional, deeply passionate medieval romance
Married and widowed at a tender age, Princess Isabel
Plantagenet understands her duty: to wed a new husband
chosen by her father for the purpose of consolidating his
power. Faulke Segrave, a rogue suspected of high treason
whose past wives died under mysterious circumstances, is
hardly suitor material, but his piercing blue eyes spark a fire in
Isabel that makes her feel oddly safe and deeply curious.
Quite a pair they will make, for she has dark secrets of her
own that can never see the light of day. Faulke does not
relish this arrangement any more than his bride does, but he
can’t deny his attraction to this poised, beautiful woman
whose level gaze and strong command make him ache to
have her. Her seduction becomes his conquest, even as
deception and murderous scheming draw closer, threatening
Faulke’s life, his heritage, and his cherished wife. Praise for
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the novels of Elizabeth Elliott “A historical romance with all
the toppings.”—Under the Covers, on The Dark Knight “A
wondrous love story guaranteed to please fans of Julie
Garwood, Elizabeth Lowell and Amanda Quick.”—Romantic
Times, on The Warlord
In 1947, as Britain loses its grip on India, Evie Mitchell and
her husband and son are forced to hole up in a small Indian
village, where Evie discovers a cache of letters that leads her
to the compelling story of two nineteenth-century
Englishwomen.

Her mother calls it nonsense when Lizzie pretends
that their house is pretty or that a bath is the sea, but
it turns out that imagination runs in the family.
Susan Elia MacNeal introduced the remarkable
Maggie Hope in her acclaimed debut, Mr. Churchill’s
Secretary. Now Maggie returns to protect Britain’s
beloved royals against an international plot—one that
could change the course of history. As World War II
sweeps the continent and England steels itself
against German attack, Maggie Hope, former
secretary to Prime Minister Winston Churchill,
completes her training to become a spy for MI-5.
Spirited, strong-willed, and possessing one of the
sharpest minds in government for mathematics and
code-breaking, she fully expects to be sent abroad to
gather intelligence for the British front. Instead, to
her great disappointment, she is dispatched to go
undercover at Windsor Castle, where she will tutor
the young Princess Elizabeth in math. Yet castle life
quickly proves more dangerous—and deadly—than
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Maggie ever expected. The upstairs-downstairs
world at Windsor is thrown into disarray by a
shocking murder, which draws Maggie into a vast
conspiracy that places the entire royal family in peril.
And as she races to save England from a most
disturbing fate, Maggie realizes that a quick wit is her
best defense, and that the smallest clues can
unravel the biggest secrets, even within her own
family.
The direct daughter of the Jianning Marquis Mansion
was ugly without a trace of beauty. Furthermore, she
had lived in a quiet and peaceful area of the buddhist
faith with an unfamiliar man. She had been despised
and condemned by the world! She swore to protect
her aunt, begged her little sister Shu, and finally let
her relatives agree to let her give birth to her child!
However, he didn't know that all of this was part of
his concubine sister's plan to climb up the mountain
just for the sake of stepping on her mother's blood!
Fate had turned, and she had been reborn. That
day, was the turning point of her fate! In this life, she
had to protect her relatives and even more so,
protect the treasures that were hard to come by!
Who is it? Who was it that whispered in her ear?
Amidst the dizziness, she could only feel a scorching
heat coming from her. That ice-cold tone caused
goosebumps to appear all over her body!
Offered a second chance at getting into Harvard
when the dean urges her to prove she is capable of
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having fun as well as overachieving academically,
Opal takes calculated measures to establish her
place in the popular crowd.
Critically acclaimed author Indu Sundaresan picks
up where she left off in The Twentieth Wife and The
Feast of Roses, returning to seventeenth-century
India as two princesses struggle for supremacy of
their father’s kingdom. Trapped in the shadow of the
magnificent tomb their grief-stricken father is building
for his beloved deceased wife, the emperor’s
daughters compete for everything: control over the
imperial harem, their father’s affection, and the
future of their country. They are forbidden to marry
and instead choose to back different brothers in the
fight for ultimate power over the throne. But only one
of the sisters will succeed. With an enthusiasm for
history and a flair for rich detail, Indu Sundaresan
brings readers deep into the complicated lives of
Indian women of the time period and highlights the
profound history of one of the most celebrated works
of architecture in the world, the Taj Mahal.
Notorious, handsome, and decadent, the Lords of
Vice prowl the glittering ballrooms of Regency
London— breaking rules and hearts with equal
aplomb. But even the wildest rogue must eventually
meet his match... Seduce Lady Juliana Ivers and
then cast her aside: Those are his sister's
instructions. Alexius Braverton, Marquess of
Sinclair—known as Sin to the ton—is happy enough to
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oblige, especially when he catches a glimpse of his
target. Juliana is completely unlike the emptyheaded chits who barely hold his attention for a
week. A true gentleman would leave her to find a
worthy suitor. But then, a Lord of Vice would never
claim to be a gentleman. Juliana is expected to
marry well to improve her family's finances, even if
she secretly longs to make a living through her
musical compositions. A dalliance can only
complicate matters, though not even practical
Juliana can help succumbing to the aptly named Sin.
But one unforgettable night will draw her into a
scandalous affair—and a seduction begun as sport
will soon become deliciously, dangerously real...
The moment she opened her eyes, she saw a man
crouching beside her ... Sisters are merciless, the
matriarch is vicious, it doesn't matter.
She was a top assassin in the 21st century! It was
the trash, the Third Young Miss, that the people of Zi
Yue despised! He was the master of the Blood
Underworld. He was incomparably handsome,
talented, cold, domineering, and incomparable to a
woman! Everyone in the world had insulted her as a
worthless trash. He was the only one who had seen
through everything. He treated her like a priceless
treasure that he would never abandon! She also
vowed to take his hand and experience the world!
And let's see how they will step up to the peak of the
world step by step and look down on the whole
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world! A certain woman with a head full of black lines
looked behind her, eagerly chasing after her. A
certain man with a face full of smiles, the corner of
his mouth twitched! Are you sure this is the Lord of
Blood Underworld? What about the callousness they
said? What happened to not being close to a
woman?
Winner of the RITA Award for Best Regency“Live the
Romance. Read Loretta Chase.” –Christina DoddA
charming, traditional Regency romance from New York
Times bestselling author, Loretta Chase!Capable, clever
Amanda Cavencourt is retuning to England, from exotic
India, where she has been managing her brother's
household. With her, she brings a treasured memento -a beautiful statue, carved in sandalwood -- a gift from her
friend, a noted Indian princess. When the statue is
snatched from her, Amanda is determined to recover it,
and discover why the culprit, a dashing, notorious rogue
known only as the Falcon, who is renowned for his
dangerous skills in political intrigue, would want such an
object. Amanda vows to steal the statue back-- but she
may end up stealing the Falcon's heart instead! Or
maybe it's her heart that's about to be stolen...
"One of the finest and most delightful writers in
romance." –Mary Jo Putney A charming, traditional
Regency romance from New York Times bestselling
author, Loretta Chase! “What's gotten into you, dashing
about to make a man's poor, tired head spin?... Oh, all
right. I'll chase you if you like." He started to get up,
changed his mind, and slumped back against the pillow.
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"Only it's such a bother." Catherine Pelliston has just
escaped a forced marriage to an obnoxious friend of her
unreliable father; and now she's truly in the soup;
kidnapped and helpless in a London brothel! And though
she's been rescued by the very inebriated Max
Demowery, Viscount Rand, she may be in even greater
danger of falling in love with the shockingly outrageous,
scandalously improper Viscount Vagabond!
Tang Qiu Ling's work elite of the century, inexplicably
teleported to an unknown country, not being loved by her
husband and having no memory of him was not
important, what was important was how to return to the
modern era. But why? Why did he get involved in an
unexpected house fight and a palace fight? How was he
going to deal with all of this? The 21st century workplace
elites are very helpless!
A Latvian tale of two brothers in search of an enchanted
White Deer.
The traditional Regency classic from New York Times
bestseller Loretta Chase is back...At the advanced age
of 26, the independent, wealthy and imminently practical
Isabella Latham has no expectation of marriage. But,
good-hearted and dutiful, Isabella accompanies her two
young country cousins to oversee their London
debut...only to find that it's she who is attracting
suitors...all of whom do seem to have quite an excess of
creditors!There's the sinfully sexy Basil Trevelyan, a rake
through and through, but so charming that even sensible
Isabella is almost tempted. But then there's his
maddeningly handsome—and maddeningly
arrogant!—cousin, Edward Trevelyan, seventh Earl of
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Hartleigh, who has no need of Isabella's dowry; but
whose adorable orphaned ward needs a mama. Could
he love Isabella for herself? Isabella is too busy trying to
decide whether to kiss him—or kill him!Poor, poor
Isabella. What's a girl to do? But more
importantly...who's a girl to choose?
A comprehensive guide that defines the literature and
the outlines the best-selling genre of all time: romance
fiction. • A core collection list in chronological order • An
exhaustive bibliographic listing of romance titles •
Research materials and a brief history of the genre •
Indexes organized by author, title, and subject
The classic traditional Regency from /New York Times
bestselling author, Loretta Chase, is back... “One of the
finest and most delightful writers in romance.” –Mary Jo
Putney What’s a girl to do, when her father, known as
Devil Desmond, is one of the most infamous rogues in all
of England? Delilah Desmond is not happy. To provide
for her, her father has sold his memoirs, filled with
scandalous and embarrassing exploits—effectively ruining
her chances for a suitable marriage, so she can support
her family while saving her father from disgrace. But it
seems the manuscript is in demand by all sorts of
unscrupulous persons, and preventing its publication is
going to be impossible; especially now that it has been
stolen. Can the hot-tempered Delilah and her very
unwilling accomplice, absent-minded, bookish, Jack
Langdon with his soft grey eyes and tousled hair,
salvage the disaster? It appears that deceptively quiet
Jack may have a core of steel—and be the one man
smart and strong enough to be the hero she’d been
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hoping for all along.
After saving Yu Lingjing from the cold wind, Qi Wan
County was given a marriage to Yu Lingxuan as the
adopted daughter of the Minister of the Left, but after
seven years, she was chased out of the mansion by Yu
Lingjing because of Princess Ping's framing and after
bringing her daughter Yu Ruyi back to the mansion, Yu
Hanfeng and Shangguan Yao assassinated her and
poisoned her many times. After the danger was averted,
Yu Lingxi's purple clothes colluded with the barbarians.
Growing up, Elizabeth fears she can never be Queen.
Although she is the King's daughter, no woman can ever
hope to rule over men in England, especially when her
mother has been executed for treason. For all her royal
blood, Elizabeth's life is fraught with danger and
uncertainty. Sometimes she is welcome in the royal
court; other times she is cast out into the countryside.
With her position constantly changing, the Princess must
navigate a sea of shifting loyalties and dangerous
affections. At stake is her life—for beheading is not
uncommon among the factions that war for the Crown.
With the vivid human touch that has made her one of the
foremost writers of historical fiction, Ann Rinaldi brings to
life the heart and soul of the young Elizabeth I. It's a
portrait of a great leader as she may have been as she
found her way to the glorious destiny that lay before her.
When Amanda Cavencourt's statue of a sandalwood
princess is stolen, she joins forces with the Falcon, a
mysterious secret agent, in The Sandalwood Princess,
and widow Lilith Davenant's plans to lead a quiet life
when the rakish Lord Julian Brandon arrives on the
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scene, in Knaves' Wager. Original.
Viscount Rathbourne, the upstanding heir to the Earl of
Hargate, finds his carefully constructed life turned upside
down by Bathsheba, a woman from a family of liars,
cheaters, and swindlers, when his nephew runs away
with her daughter in search of a legendary treasure.
Original.
Once transmigrated, two lifetimes old, the young miss
from a modern ancient Chinese medicine family,
Murong, after a long time, opened her eyes and found
that she had become an ancient version of the receiving
bag, she resolutely said, "My life is my decision." From
then on. She had a hypocritical stepmother who let you
know why the flowers were so red. "Little sister Er Dou
Hua, let's see how you dare to be cocky in front of me in
the future." Father San Dou, you're heartless to me, so
don't blame me for being unjust and end your official
journey. Today, you all love to ignore me, but tomorrow I
will make it so that you all can't climb any higher, but I
don't want to make a mistake by provoking a certain kind
of evil man, and from then on, I will be dead.
He was a prince, and he held great power within his
grasp. With a flip of his hand, he turned the clouds into
rain, and an ancient jade allowed them to walk together.
With one killing, the other saving, who would be the final
winner?
"Live the romance. Read Loretta Chase" –Christina
DoddNew York Times bestselling, award-winning author
Loretta Chase’s first full length Regency Historical
Romance!Gorgeous, stubborn Esme Brentmor, daughter
of a disgraced lord, is used to a wild, dangerous life
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among the tribes of Albania, to whom her father is the
legendary, controversial Red Lion whose death she's
courageously vowed to avenge –even if it leads to her
own. Instead, her quest finds her rescued by the most
unlikely (and very reluctant) hero!Lazy and spoiled, Lord
Varian St. George has gambled away his heritage and
lives on his considerable looks, charm and wits. All he
wants is the good life, and instead, he finds himself in
rough country, with a tempestuous whirlwind of a female
who's as savage as he's civilized. How did this
termagant become his responsibility? And how can he
escape?! Yet as he and Esme plunge headlong into
even more peril, he may surprise even his own jaded self
and become the man that Esme (foolishly) believes he
is!
Rather then succumb to temptation with the fairer sex,
reformed rake Alistair Carsington journeys to Derbyshire,
a secluded country town, to keep out of trouble, but his
plans go by the wayside when he meets the infuriatingly
irresistible Miss Mirabel Oldridge. Original.
The land of Saagaradatthi is a strange and idyllic place.
Hidden away like a jewel in the Indian Ocean, it was
famed for being only an abode of snakes and
sandalwood trees till humans came to inhabit it. The
country followed a system of monarchy which allowed
the women of the royal family to rule, but on a condition no princess of the land could be viewed by the people till
either her coronation or her marriage; whichever came
first. Neither could the princess see the land or her
people that she was to rule till the conditions were met.
This tradition went on for centuries till the day Princess
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Kairavi ran away... For a group of people who were
unfazed by no technology, tsunamis and snake poison,
the princess running away was catastrophic. No one
however, was more affected than Dhruva Kayath, a
member of the Cabinet and a royal hopeful. His dreams
of becoming the King of Saagaradatthi vanished with the
princess. From plotting to change the constitution, to
finding unlikely allies in a country opposed to change,
Dhruva tried everything. But a sudden encounter with a
beautiful commoner sets him on an adventure that alters
not just his destiny but also the destiny of Saagaradatthi.
A young girl from the modern society had transmigrated
to the body of the ancient Grand Preceptor's daughter.
The moment she woke up, she found out that she was
about to marry a prince she had never met. What a joke,
I haven't even brushed my teeth or washed my face. I've
just arrived, and you're telling me to get married all of a
sudden? There wasn't even a door! I can't beat you, so
won't I run?!
Chu Mo, the world's bandit god, was known as the "King
of Chu Yan". Chu Moxi, the good-for-nothing eldest
daughter of the Mu Ling Empire's Duke Chu Mansion.
She, who was born to be a good-for-nothing, had been
bullied since she was young. He was infuriated when the
marriage was annulled. When he woke up again, she
was no longer her. His stepmother and stepsister had
joined hands to attack him. If his elder sister followed
suit, wasn't there just a few brainless people? As for
spirit beasts? There was a pig, it was said that it thought
Zhang Ye was beautiful, so it volunteered to follow her. A
single imperial edict had made her marry an idiot king.
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How could this be possible? Big Sis's lover is Chenchen.
Woman: Chenchen, watch out for me! Men: Xi Er, can
you not go? If you want it, I'll just give it to you. Woman:
What's the point of bringing it? Not exciting! Open the
door for me. Some guy: ...
Yun Duanqi, the super spy of the 21st century, had
transmigrated to the Third Miss in order to become a
martial arts family. Her meridians were innately blocked,
and her dantian was like a funnel, unable to store any
internal energy. After his parents' bizarre deaths,
everything in the mansion was controlled by his uncle
and aunt. The food and accommodation were all taken
care of, and the brother that was born with the dragon
and phoenix was rushed to the abandoned house where
Old Lady lived when he was still alive. Alright, if there's
nothing to eat, I'll grow it myself! If there's nothing else,
I'll clean it up! Oh, he actually found a secret room in
Master Old Lady's room!There were a lot of Secret
Martial Arts Technique s inside! The Lord of God was
finally fair this time! However, if he couldn't cultivate
inner strength or martial arts, what could he do? Didn't
this mean that he wouldn't be able to take
revenge?Grandaunt, I still need to stand out and stand
on top of the human peak!Eh, what is this? Good boy!
Introduction to the Devil Master manual? Basic Magic
Collection? Great Spell? The most sacred and
mysterious profession in this country, Devil Master?He
could actually cultivate? Wakaka, who dares to look
down on me? I'm good, I'm good, I'm good!Flying
Heavenly Escape, Blood Wash Bandit's Nest, Flying
Walls, Stealing Walls, Stealing Power Thieves with
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Countless Treasures, Creating your own killer force,
Cultivating your own Elite Team, Accepting Top Level
Gold Assassin Quests, and Earning Large Gold
Coins!"However, that Deicide doesn't seem to be a bad
person ... Even though he has an evil face, a handsome
face that doesn't resemble that of a man, and a pair of
long and narrow phoenix eyes that look as if they are
always trying to tell you ... but ... he is also an expert that
conceals his strength!"
"One of the finest and most delightful writers in
romance." –Mary Jo Putney The traditional Regency
classic from New York Times bestseller Loretta Chase is
back...A Comedy of Manners...Her father’s prodigal
ways have forced the extremely lovely Alexandra
Ashmore into an engagement with a strange man in a
strange land: a man blind to the effect her unearthly
beauty has on other men, and which has earned her the
title "the English Witch"! So when she’s kidnapped by
another love-struck suitor, Alexandra assumes she’s
truly doomed to a loveless marriage with her captor.A
Villain Redeemed...But her troubles have only begun—for
although she's quickly rescued, her brave 'hero' is the
notoriously irresistible, unrepentant scoundrel, Basil
Trevelyan, who finds himself quite taken with the tart,
spirited Alexandra. So taken, in fact, that he’s
determined to make her his own. Now, if he can only
charm her into agreeing with his plan!
A captivating, atmospheric mystery set in the crystalline
winterland of Russia. Abandoned in a blinding blizzard in
the wintry wilds of Russia, Sophie Smith fears for her life.
But just like in a fairy tale, a princess comes to her
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rescue: the beautiful, exotic Anna Volkonskaya. Over a
river of ice in a horse-drawn sleigh, she brings Sophie
and her friends to a magnificent, if weathered, winter
palace. At first, Sophie is enchanted by Princess Anna's
stories of long-ago royalty, of white wolves and gray
diamonds. But when the princess takes a particular
interest in her, Sophie grows concerned. What is her
place in the sinister mystery that surrounds her? Even as
the wind and wolves howl outside, is she more in danger
now, a prisoner of the palace, than she ever was lost in
the snow?
— — Ye Wulan, "Bloodshed Prince"_The terrifying killer
female instructor suddenly crossed over and was reborn
as a ten-year-old girl of a different world
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